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Eleven Plus Verbal Reasoning Worksheet – FILL IN THE SPACES 
 

QUESTION  

 

 

 

 

In the sentences below there are 5 words missing.  From the lists A to E choose 

the MOST SUITABLE words to complete the sentences.  Choose a word from list 

A to fill space A, a word from list B to fill space B and so on. 

 

Write out the chosen word in each group. 

 

The unicorn is an ( A ) animal that never lived.  It was ( B ) to have the body of a 

horse with a single horn ( C ) the middle of its forehead.  It was said that a 

unicorn could be ( D ) if someone stood in front of a tree and ( E ) aside as it 

charged. 
 

25. A  26. B  27. C  28. D  29. E 

Foolish  meant  at  found  went 

Extinct  only  beside  frightened walked 

Imaginary intended over  caught  jumped 

Funny  always  in  discovered hopped 

Savage  supposed behind  angered stood 

 

HOW TO DO IT  
 

 

 

 

Choose the most suitable words to fill in the spaces, making a sensible sentence. 

HINT  

 

 

 

 

Look at the whole sentence to see if you can think of what it might be about. Then, 

work through each option in each list to see which sounds more sensible in the space. 

E.g. The (A) swam through the (B) blowing (C). It saw a (D) and (E) behind a rock. 

A          B              C                 D              E 

Ant          Water           round                  balloon             ate 

Dog         mud                water                  mountain         hid 

Fish        juice              quickly                 circle               walked 

Cat          air                 down                   shark               smiled 

Horse      custard         bubbles               mouse              sat 

ANSWER  

 

 

 

 

(A) IMAGINARY 

(B) SUPPOSED 

(C) IN 

(D) CAUGHT 

(E) JUMPED 

 


